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Abstract

Dislocation dynamics simulations of multiple slip in f.c.c. crystals lead to the formation of patterned microstructures.

The mechanisms participating to dislocation storage and dynamic recovery are investigated and discussed. Cross-slip

and short-range interactions are found to govern the bifurcation from uniform to ordered microstructures.
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1. Introduction

Numerical simulations can provide an original
insight into the mechanisms of dislocation cell
formation in f.c.c. crystals. Dislocation dynamics
(DD) simulations are at present limited to small
strains, <1%, and small model volumes. Thus, this
approach does not permit to check the occurrence
of similitude or self-similarity properties in the
microstructures. It allows, nevertheless, to exam-
ine the respective contributions from various dis-
location processes to the emergence of dislocation
patterns without making strong assumptions.

From early transmission electron microscopy
studies, it is known that cell structures form at the
onset of stage III of the deformation of single
crystals, or at small strains in multislip conditions
[1,2]. These last conditions are, therefore, the most
suited for DD simulations. Three major contribu-

tions to patterning have been discussed in the lit-
erature and are examined in the present work. As
emphasized by Kocks [3], the storage of immobile
dislocations is due to strong interactions of the
mobile dislocations with a ‘‘forest’’ of intersecting
dislocations. The cross-slip mechanism has often
(but not always) been assumed to be responsible for
the temperature dependence of sIII, the critical
stress for the onset of stage III, i.e., for dynamic
recovery. Within this view, the relaxation of inter-
nal stresses that characterizes stage III behavior is
attributed to the mutual annihilation of mobile
screw dislocations with immobile ones. In contrast,
continuum spatio-temporal models tend to pro-
pose general explanations for the formation of
dislocation cells. In the deterministic model by
Kratochv�ııl and Orlov�aa [4], an internal bending type
of instability is invoked, whereas a more recent
statistical model points out at long-range stress
fluctuations as a possible cause of patterning, by
analogy with noise-induced phase transitions [5].

In what follows, the numerical method is briefly
recalled and answers provided by DD simulations
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to the three points mentioned above are presented
and discussed.

2. Dislocation dynamics simulations

The present results were obtained with the help
of DD simulations, in which the character of the
dislocation lines is discretized into a succession of
screw and edge segments (the ‘‘Edge–Screw’’
model), or of screw, mixed and edge segments
(the ‘‘Mixed’’ model). Due to the reduction in the
number of degrees of freedom resulting from the
discretization of characters, this type of simulation
provides an excellent compromise between nu-
merical accuracy and computing efficiency. This
makes it possible to treat dense configurations in
material volumes with dimensions larger than
those of a typical dislocation cell. The basic prin-
ciples of these three-dimensional (3-D) simulations
can be found in several references [6–9] and will
not be detailed here.

As far as elastic properties are concerned, it is
sufficient to mention that all the contributions to
the effective stress on a dislocation segment are
computed within isotropic elasticity theory. This
includes a line tension stress, estimated from
Foreman�s formula [10], the elastic interactions
with other segments from the same line or from
other lines, a small Peierls stress (10�5l, where l is
the shear modulus) and the resolved applied stress.
The mobility of a segment is then governed in f.c.c.
crystals by a viscous drag due to the interaction
with phonons and electrons.

The formation and destruction of junctions is
treated as a purely elastic problem, on the base
that it is governed by a balance of line energies, to
which the contribution of core energies is negligi-
ble. The only assumption made is that dislocations
are not dissociated, which certainly applies to an
f.c.c. crystal with a high stacking fault energy
(SFE) like aluminum. Several arguments show
that this simplifying assumption also applies to
crystals of lower SFE like copper, or even silver, as
far as junction properties are concerned. For in-
stance, a detailed comparison of the critical stress
for the unzipping of Lomer–Cottrell locks shows
that very similar values are found by atomistic and

DD simulations and by DD simulations of the
corresponding non-dissociated configuration, the
Lomer lock [11,12]. The fact that the junction
strength is not sensitive to the core structure is also
considered as an explanation for the relative in-
sensitivity of stage II hardening in f.c.c. crystals to
the value of the SFE.

In the present simulations, the only mechanism
by which dislocations can move out of their slip
plane is the cross-slip of screw dislocations. Cross-
slip is implemented in a stochastic manner via an
Arrhenius-like probability law, which accounts for
its thermally activated character. A simplified form
for the activation energy is derived from the Fri-
edel–Escaig mechanism (see e.g. [13]), in agree-
ment with more recent atomistic simulations [14].
It depends on the local effective stresses on the slip
and cross-slip planes and on the SFE of the ma-
terial through the value of sIII. The way this local
rule is numerically implemented is the same in all
versions of the DD simulations [6,9,15].

The initial microstructure is made up of an
initially random distribution of source segments,
to which a prestrain and a further relaxation are
sometimes applied to simulate annealed micro-
structures. The model crystal is deformed with a
constant imposed strain rate, typically 20 s�1,
along a [0 0 1] stress axis (specific details will be
given below for each set of numerical experi-
ments). The boundary conditions are either those
of free surfaces (Edge–Screw model) or periodic
boundary conditions [9,16] for the Mixed model.
In what follows, the temperature is fixed to about
400 K, the elastic constants of the material and the
cross-slip properties being those of copper. Fi-
nally, one may keep in mind that local lattice ro-
tations are not taken into account into these DD
simulations.

3. Junctions and dislocations storage

In a crystal deformed in multislip conditions,
dislocation storage occurs through the interaction
of gliding dislocations with strong forest obstacles,
particularly attractive junctions. The conditions
for the formation and destruction of the three
types of junctions between perfect dislocations in
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f.c.c. crystals (the Lomer, glissile and Hirth locks)
have been investigated in detail as a function of the
orientation of the interacting lines [8,9,17]. Fig. 1
shows a plot of the critical stress (in reduced units)
for the unzipping a symmetrical Lomer lock as a
function of the common initial angle /0 of the
interacting lines with the junction direction. The
simulation results (squares) are fitted to a simpli-
fied elastic model. The latter contains one arbi-
trary constant but provides a surprisingly accurate
prediction. One can see that there is a whole
spectrum of junction strengths and a divergence
when the lines are initially parallel to the junction
direction ð/0 ¼ 0Þ. In this particular case, the
length of the unzipping arms is zero and an infinite
stress has to be applied to them to destroy the
junction. The horizontal line represents, in the
same reduced units, the typical flow stress of an
annealed f.c.c. single crystal at small strains. Thus,
most junction of smaller critical stress are de-
stroyed under stress, whereas those of larger crit-
ical stress are stored and can contribute to
patterning. The flow stress is, therefore, such that a
sufficient fraction of all the junctions present at a
given moment can be destroyed, in order to allow
the mobile density to produce the imposed plastic
strain rate. Within the Mixed model, the scaling

relationship s ¼ alb
p

qf between the resolved flow
stress and the square root of the forest density in
multiple slip is spontaneously obtained (b is the
modulus of the 1=2h110i Burgers vector). A mean
value of a ¼ 0:38 comes out without any adjust-
ment [9], which compares well with the experi-
mental data on copper and silver compiled by
Basinski and Basinski [18].

4. Influence of cross-slip on pattern formation

Fig. 2 shows two simulated microstructures
obtained in multiple slip with the Mixed model.
The numerical conditions and the initial configu-
rations are exactly the same, except that the cross-
slip probability is set to zero in Fig. 2a. An early
stage of organization appears in Fig. 2b, where
well-defined dislocation-dense regions can be ob-
served. These regions are in the form of veins,
rather than walls, with preferential h110i direc-
tions, parallel to the intersections of the active slip
systems. Their average spacing is d � 10 lm, to be
compared to the periodicity of about 10

ffiffiffi

2
p

lm
imposed along the h110i directions by the
boundary conditions. To fix the ideas, the axial
stress is r ¼ 2:7	 10�4l and with a Burgers vector
b ¼ 0:255 nm, we have d � 11lb=r for these
emerging structures. Similar microstructures were
obtained previously with the Edge–Screw model
[19], in simulated volumes of 15 lm3 with free
surfaces. The dislocation-dense regions are an-
chored on an underlying skeleton of stable junc-
tions; they also contain cross-slipped segments,
jogs and debris. In contrast, in the absence of
cross-slip, the organization is much less well-
marked and the formation of observable patterns
is either delayed to larger strains or suppressed (cf.
Fig. 2a). Although one may assume that the re-
arrangement of the microstructure by cross-slip
contributes to the refinement of the dislocation-
dense regions and their 3-D extension, the detail of
the mechanisms that cooperate to produce the
pattern of Fig. 2b remain to be investigated. Thus,
this numerical experiment essentially confirms that
cross-slip strongly favors the emergence of ordered
dislocation microstructures. Within 5%, the total
dislocation density is the same in the two situations

Fig. 1. The critical stress s0 of a symmetrical Lomer lock, scaled

by lb=‘0, where ‘0 is the initial length of the interacting seg-

ments, as a function of the angle /0 between the initially

straight interacting segments and the junction direction. The

squares represent simulation results obtained with the Mixed

model. The curve is a fit to a simplified elastic model [9]. The

horizontal line corresponds to a typical (reduced) yield stress of

2:5	 10�4l.
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depicted in Fig. 2 and the corresponding simulated
stress–strain curves do not substantially differ (cf.
Fig. 4b below). This confirms the relative insensi-
tivity of the flow stress on the arrangement of the
microstructure, which has been noted by many
authors [20,21].

5. Internal stresses

Fig. 3a shows another emerging microstructure
obtained in the presence of cross-slip, in conditions
similar to those of Fig. 2b. This figure is obtained

by superimposing a large number of successive
gray images. The black areas are, therefore, those
where storage resulted in stable dislocation-dense
regions. Fig. 3b shows a mapping of the resistive
internal stress resolved in one of the active slip
systems. The amplitude of these stresses, whose
sign is opposite to that of the resolved applied
stress, increases with increasing darkness up to �2
times the applied shear or more in the black areas.
These negative internal stresses approximately
correspond to the dislocation-poor areas of Fig.
3a. In the same way, the complementary mapping
of the positive internal stresses (Fig. 3c) delineates

Fig. 3. (a) A simulated microstructure obtained from the Edge–Screw model in conditions similar to those of Fig. 2b ([1 0 0] foil of

thickness 2 lm extracted from a simulation box of linear dimension 15 lm). This picture was obtained by superimposing successive

gray images, in order to better visualize the regions where dislocations are permanently stored. The dense veins are parallel to the h110i
directions of the foil plane. (b) A mapping of the resistive (negative) internal shear stresses in one of the active slip plane (the dark areas

are those where the modulus of the internal stress is the largest). (c) A mapping of the positive internal stresses on the same slip plane.

Fig. 2. (1 1 1) foils of thickness 5 lm extracted at the same position from simulated crystal of approximately cubic shape

ð9:8	 11:6	 8:4 lm3Þ, strained along a [1 0 0] stress axis (the microstructures are under stress). The simulation conditions are identical

(initial density 1012 m�2, imposed strain rate 20 s�1, total plastic strain e � 2	 10�3Þ, except that the cross-slip probability is set to zero

in (a). In (b) and in the presence of cross-slip, sharp dislocation-dense regions are observed along the three h110i directions of the
(1 1 1) plane. Sections of the simulated volume and of one layer of replicas stemming from periodic boundary conditions are shown.
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areas that approximately correspond to the dislo-
cation-dense regions. This picture is qualitatively
consistent with Mughrabi�s composite model [19],
according to which the continuity of plastic strain
between the hard dislocation-dense regions and
the soft dislocation-poor regions induces positive
internal stresses in the former and negative ones in
the latter. The high local stress levels in the walls
enhance the cross-slip probability, since the latter
is stress-dependent. We attribute to this effect the
progressive refinement of the walls, which can be
seen by comparing the gray and dark contrasts in
Fig. 3a, and their stabilization by the relaxation of
the local peaks of internal stress.

6. Influence of long- and short-range stresses on

pattern formation

Numerical experiments were designed in order
to check the influence of close and distant inter-
actions between dislocations on the evolution of
the microstructure and on the flow stress [7]. A cut-
off radius was introduced of the order of q�1=2

(about 1 lm). In one test, only the elastic interac-
tions situated inside this cut-off were computed and

in a second one only those situated outside the cut-
off. In both case intersection and junction processes
were included. Fig. 4a shows a microstructure ob-
tained in the case where short-range elastic inter-
actions are cut out. The dislocations are uniformly
distributed in space and no trace of emerging
structure is found. In the case where only short-
range interactions are accounted for, a central
dislocation-poor region is formed [7]. Its radius is
larger than the cut-off radius, so that this structure
is not an artifact due to the truncation of the elastic
interactions (in contrast to a common belief, such
artifacts arise only on microstructures that are let
to relax in the absence of applied stress). These
results are interpreted as follows. The largest in-
ternal stresses are produced by short-range dislo-
cation interactions. Since the cross-slip probability
is strongly stress-sensitive, omitting these interac-
tions is equivalent to de-activating cross-slip. As
shown above, this prevents the emergence of an
organized microstructure. Thus, we conclude that,
although long-range interactions do play a role
once dislocation patterns are well formed, they
cannot be the cause of pattern formation.

Fig. 4b compares four stress–strain curves in
[1 0 0] multislip, with cross-slip included (bold

Fig. 4. (a) A simulated microstructure obtained in conditions similar to those of Fig. 2b ([1 0 0] foil of thickness 4 lm extracted from a

simulation box of linear dimension 15 lm, Edge–Screw model). Elastic interactions between segments are computed only at distances

larger than the mean dislocation spacing, q�1=2 � 1 lm. Short-range interactions are truncated but junction processes are operative. A

uniform dislocation distribution results. (b) Simulated resolved stress vs. plastic shear strain curves obtained in [1 0 0] multislip con-

ditions using the Mixed model with cross-slip (bold curve), with cross-slip and only short-range interactions (bold dotted curve),

without cross-slip (thin curve) or without cross-slip and with only short-range interactions (dotted thin curve). The initial stage

corresponds to a relaxation of the initial configuration.
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curves) or not (thin curves) and with long-range
interactions truncated (dotted curves) beyond a
distance q�1=2 ¼ 0:75 lm, or not truncated. Cross-
slip induces a small upwards shift in flow stress,
which is attributed to the increased density of the
forest via multiplication by double cross-slip and
to the formation of jogs and debris. The long-
range stresses do not significantly contribute to the
flow stress. These conclusions are, of course, only
valid in the small strain range considered here.

7. Discussion and concluding remarks

These results show that early stages of the or-
ganization of the microstructure can be investi-
gated with the help of DD simulations. The
dislocation arrangements obtained in this study
share some properties of well-formed cells. Al-
though it is not presently possible, by lack of
computing power, to check how they evolve with
increasing applied stress, they are associated with
internal stress field patterns that behave as pre-
dicted by Mughrabi�s composite model. Never-
theless, the flow stress of the simulated materials is
governed by the forest mechanism, i.e., by short-
range and contact interactions. These patterns are
stable within the small strain range investigated
here. The dislocation processes that concur to the
formation of these microstructures are, neverthe-
less, rather complex and have not been examined
yet in detail.

As far as the modeling of dislocation pattern
formation at low and medium temperatures is
concerned, it seems essential to take into account
not only the storage of dislocations by their inter-
action with the forest but also the cross-slip
mechanism. Because cross-slip is stress-dependent,
it is mostly sensitive to short-range dislocation in-
teractions. Its effect is to decrease the mean internal
stress by relaxing local peaks in its distribution,
thus stabilizing the configurations of stored dislo-
cations. All these features also characterize dy-
namic recovery, so that, in the absence of any
obvious alternative, the present results support the
view according to which the cross-slip mechanism
is responsible for dynamic recovery. Cross-slip fa-

vors non-planar glide and the present results also
confirm that pattern formation is either delayed or
suppressed in conditions of purely planar glide.
Finally, long-range internal stresses, as well as local
lattice rotations that are not included in these DD
simulations, do not seem to critically influence the
emergence of a cell structure.

There are virtually no transmission electron
microscopy studies on single crystals deformed in
multiple slip at small plastic strains, typically in the
range of 0.5–1%. It would certainly be desirable to
undertake such a study in order to check the pre-
sent conclusions regarding the bifurcation from an
initially uniform dislocation structure to an orga-
nized one.
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